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Business Studies A-Level

Students have a WHALE of
a time at York Coco Works

Freya, Faith, Lily and Will returned to the Coco Works in York before the Easter break to receive their prize for
winning the York Global Enterprise Award in November 2018. The team known as Team Hubble had created an
innovative idea for an ethical chocolate bar that helped to promote and protect wildlife featured on the world’s
endangered list. Although they had many ideas such as chocolate orange Orang-utan and a white chocolate Snow
Leopard, the team chose to produce a prototype for their Salted Caramel Blue Whale. The product was packaged
as environmentally as possible and was simply called Survival, with some information about the decline of the Blue
Whales, detailed on the back of the packaging. They chose to make both a milk and plain chocolate version, to meet
different needs of the potential market.
A truly once in a life time prize for some very deserving students. Congratulations Team Hubble.
Miss Russell
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Headteacher’s Welcome
xaminations are now underway and Year 11 and Year 13 have made an excellent start, showing great
maturity in managing their revision effectively and preparing for the examination itself.

Our pupils who took their Art examination last week worked brilliantly and were thoroughly prepared
as they entered the exam. Languages speaking tests have also taken place. These weeks are difficult for
our young people, as they manage the pressure of the many examinations that await them and try to
maintain their revision at the same time.

Headteacher

The BBC website has some good advice on revision. Including Tips for planning:

•

Work out a revision timetable for each subject.

•

Break revision time into small chunks - hour-long sessions with short breaks at the end of each session often work well.

•

Make sure your child has all the essential books and materials.

•

Condense notes onto postcards to act as revision prompts.

•

Buy new stationery, highlighters and pens to make revision more interesting.

•

Go through school notes with your child or listen while they revise a topic.

•

Time your child's attempts at practice papers.

As well as taking practical steps to help our children revise, it is also important that we look to support them with their
wellbeing as they enter the next few weeks and face the many challenges that await them. Mrs Smith, Mr Davies and
all of my colleagues, especially our tutor team, will be working to provide the care and support our young people need
at this time.
As a parent, it can be a difficult time, as we recall our own experiences of examinations and at times it is easy to feel
powerless, because we are unable, like the school, to influence or change the sequence or timing of examinations to try
bring some respite. We can, though, listen, absorb, and help our children to manage the pressure through affirmation
and reassurance. Make sure they know how much we love them and reassure them that this is separate from their
achievements.
The challenge as a parent is to help your child, depending on their personality and approach to study, to achieve the
optimal balance between being too relaxed or becoming overly worried and potentially distressed. However, engaging
with challenging experiences is essential for young people to develop internal skills and resources, and it will, with the
right support, provide them with the confidence and emotional resilience needed to cope with the future challenges of
work and adult life. Helping to understand how to manage pressure of this kind is part of the learning process.
Nevertheless, it is important to look for signals that the workload or pressure of examinations may be too much. If you
do see any of these signs, then please do contact Mrs Wright, who will work with colleagues in school to support your
son/daughter and you.
Continued on page 3
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Headteacher's Welcome, continued from page 2
•

Excessive sleeping, beyond usual teenage fatigue, which could indicate depression or difficulty in sleeping.

•

Loss of self-esteem.

•

Abandonment or loss of interest in favourite pastimes.

•

Unexpected and dramatic decline in academic performance.

•

Weight loss and loss of appetite.

•

Personality shifts and changes, such as aggression and excess anger that are sharply out of character.

Simple things can help, like making sure there are plenty of healthy snacks in the fridge. Encourage your child to join family
meals, even if it's a busy revision day. It's important to have a change of scene and get away from the books and computers for
a while. Regular exercise or a walk can also help, as part of a daily routine.
It is a privilege to work with these young people and we will do all we can to help them through the next few weeks and months.
For further information and advice please see the following sites:
youngminds.org.uk
www.mind.org.uk

Exam wrappers
Exam wrappers are quick quiz-type questions to help your child reflect on what they got wrong on the test
and create a plan to improve on the next one. They are engineered to be quick and easy for children to
complete while still covering the basic information:
Exam wrappers can be given to your child both before and after they receive the results of the test and
feedback.
Worksheets handed out before receiving feedback prompt your child to reflect on how they prepared for
the exam including the study strategies they used.
After receiving the test feedback, your child may be asked to review the feedback to categorise any errors
made and discuss how they can prepare differently for the next assessment

Mental Health and Wellbeing, What’s it all about?
Our bodies and minds are very closely linked, so things that we do to improve our physical wellbeing can help
our mental wellbeing as well.
As parents and carers, we can play a very important role in our child’s health. Every week we’ll share a few
simple ways you can encourage them to look after their body and mind:
Sometimes it seems like we have little or no control over what we think and how we feel. But, there are things
that you can do that will help you to feel better.
Improving your self-esteem
Self-esteem is how you think and feel about yourself. Having healthy self esteem makes it easier to cope with
life’s ups and downs. If you have low self-esteem, the thoughts and feelings you have about yourself tend to be
negative. This can make you more prone to mental health problems.
Try these sites for some different ways to boost your self-esteem:
· Mental Health Foundation: wellbeing and positive thinking podcast

of great merit, character and value.’
· Young Minds: top tips on how to boost self-esteem
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LOWER SCHOOL

E

ach week, our pupils take part in STARS lessons. STARS
stands for Society, Targets, Appearance, Responsibility
and Safety. These are opportunities for our Lower School
pupils to learn about the world they live in, debate key issues,
ask questions and develop life skills such as money management
and healthy living. Our Year 7 pupils will soon be working on the
M r L S loman
H
L
S
‘Send my Friend to School’ project. This project, carried out over
many weeks, gives our Year 7 pupils the opportunity to learn
about education all over the world, and culminates in pupils developing their
own campaign to raise awareness of the lack of opportunities to learn in lessdeveloped areas of the world. In the past, our Year 7 pupils have written to the
Prime Minster and received a reply – I am looking forward to finding out what
our current Year 7s have planned!
ead of ower chool

At the same time, our Year 8 pupils are working on their enterprise skills. They
are working in small groups to plan, organise and run stalls next week for our
Year 7 and Year 9 pupils to raise money for charity. In order to succeed, they
need to decide what their customers will want to spend money on before
organising their games or stock. I am looking forward to seeing what business
ideas they have come up with!
Our Year 9 pupils meanwhile are learning about the importance of maintaining
good mental health and positive body image. At Woldgate School, we believe
all pupils should have the opportunities to learn about and begin contributing
to their local community and the world they live in. Our weekly STARS lessons
are just one of these opportunities, and they provide our pupils with the
chance to use their creativity, ideas, talents and skills whilst learning how to
be responsible citizens.

Lower School
Weekly Awards
Great Merit Awards
Year 7: Carla Firth
Year 8: Isabelle Wright
Year 9: Caleb Oliver
Great Character Awards
Year 7: Pollyanna Busfield Currie
Year 8: Aisling Timmis
Year 9: Oliver Goddard
Great Value Awards
Year 7: Jack Farrow
Year 8: Freya Wales
Year 9: Chelsea Ridall
Form of the Term Award
Year 7: 7MHO
Year 8: 8NTE
Year 9: 9LER
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UPPER SCHOOL

G

CSE exams are already upon us with pupils taking Art exams this week and, next week, the first large exams
are happening in school for Year 11.

We would like to take this opportunity to make you aware of the revision and study arrangements in school
while the exams are taking place. Clearly as pupils have now completed their courses and are revising for their
examinations we want to offer them the best possible opportunity to prepare. For this reason, from next week, we
will be running a series of timetabled revision sessions within the school day. Our aim is simple, if your child has an
examination that afternoon then we will aim to give them some precious time with their teachers for that subjects
that morning. If they have an examination in the morning, we will aim to have a revision session in place the day
before, ideally in the afternoon prior to the exam. In some cases, for example if your child has another exam that
clashes with this, then they may not be able to attend the entire session but our aim is to provide the very best
support in this crucial time.
We will publish an outline schedule for each week in this newsletter but in terms of rooming and timings for these
sessions, key information will be shared with tutor groups each morning and, in addition, we will display this on a
noticeboard by the exams office for pupils.
In the coming week we will offer the following sessions:
MONDAY – Religious Studies in preparation for the examination in the afternoon.
TUESDAY – Biology in preparation for the examination in the afternoon. We will also offer a short session in the
morning in preparation for the Sports Studies exam that takes place on Wednesday.
WEDNESDAY – English Literature revision in preparation for the examination in the afternoon.
THURSDAY – Computer Science in preparation for the exam in the afternoon. French and Drama in preparation for
the exam on Friday.
FRIDAY – Drama and Sport revision in preparation for examinations in the afternoon. In the afternoon, for pupils
not in exams, we will hold some additional Religious Studies sessions to help prepare for the examination in the
following week.
Mr Davies, Deputy Headteacher

Friday 10th May
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Safeguarding our children
Bee Kind is about showing kindness. The act of being friendly, generous and
considerate of others. It is a key part of our Safeguarding and mental health
strategy and is about keeping our children safe and well.

Online safety. What’s it all about?

This week we explore Facetime - minimum age 13+
FaceTime allows you to make video and audio calls from your Apple devices using the internet.
What do I need to know about FaceTime?
We've spoken to parents to find out what they think about FaceTime. We've also asked children and young people
what they think. Here's what they said:

Children’s views
What do children and young people dislike about it?
7% of the children and young people who reviewed FaceTime thought it was unsafe. The main things they told us
they don’t like about FaceTime were:
· Video calls can’t be with more than one person at a time
· If someone gets hold of your mobile number they can contact you

What do children and young people like about it?
The main things that children and young people told us they like about FaceTime were:
· Video calls mean that you can see and talk to friends and family
· It’s an easy way to communicate with family and friends who live overseas

Uniform - academic year 19/20
Please can we make you aware that, due to our supplier changing their prices, there
will be an increase in price on all school uniform from Sept 2019.
If you would like to order more uniform before then please contact the office on
01759 302395. The uniform shop is open on Tuesdays and Thursdays between 2pm
– 4pm.
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SIXTH FORM COLLEGE

Mrs Lawson Writes:

T

his week, as the Year 13 Prefects make final preparations for our
Leavers’ Events, I can hardly believe how fast these past 2 years
have gone. I am sure that, in the future, when our students look
back on their time in Sixth Form it will seem like the blink of an eye.
And yet I know how much these young people have grown in their
time here, how transformative these two years can be. Working in
M rs K L awson
the Sixth Form means that we watch our young people transition
H
S
F
from teenagers into adults, and I could not be prouder of the people
they have become: their attitude towards others; their values; their kindness and
support towards each other; their sense of self and their vibrant personalities.
There will, no doubt, be mixed emotions as we approach the end of this chapter in
their lives, but I am confident that they are ready to embark on new chapters.
ead of

ixth

Key Dates

orm

As our Year 13 students make the final preparations for their exams, I would like to
remind students and parents that the Sixth Form is open throughout Study Leave,
for academic or pastoral support, advice and guidance. Students are welcome
to revise in school and the Study Room will be supervised throughout the exam
period to ensure there is a quiet and focused study environment where students
can complete final revision without any distractions.
Year 12 students have been completing their mock exams this week, which are
now at a close. As we move towards the half-term we will be beginning to explore
progression options for our students beyond 18 and all students will be receiving
a letter regarding the UCAS convention, which we would recommend all students
attending, even those who may not be considering university as there are also a
number of representatives from industry and the forces represented on the day.

Summer Term
2019
23rd April - 24th May
3rd June - 19th July

Staff Training
Days
22nd July 2019
23rd July 2019

Bus passes - academic year 2019/2020 - H1, M1, D1 & M1
Wider community transport application forms for academic year 2019/2020 will be sent home shortly.
Please note you will only receive an application form for 2019/2020 when 2018/2019 transport
balances have been paid in full.
When you get your application please check the new timetable as, from September 2019, there will be
some changes which you will need to be aware of - this is to accommodate expected delays which will
be caused by major roadworks at Shiptonthorpe.
We know that this will mean a change of routine for many pupils but are sure that you will understand
that routes have been altered to avoid having pupils on transport for an extended period of time,
and to limit the chance of multiple buses being caught in the same traffic. Details
regarding these changes will be enclosed with your application form.

Friday 10th May
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Head of Inclusion

ast week, Mrs Fields and myself accompanied a group of Year 9 pupils to York St John University for
the day. We were met by student ambassadors who helped us find out what life is like as a student
and the opportunities available at YSJ. The morning began with information about courses and
the history of the University and pupils were encouraged to think about the range of subjects available
through an A-Z game: we found out that you can study Game Design, knitting and even Vikings!

The ambassadors spoke to us about what it is like to be a student in York and at
YSJ specifically. The pupils asked questions about hours and types of study such
as lectures, seminars and tutorials; accommodation in Halls of Residences and
Clubs and Societies, which are represented at Freshers’ Fairs. There are a wide
range of clubs and societies to join at YSJ catering for interests linked to courses
e.g. Japanese and those linked with hobbies such as types of Music and film. One
of the ambassadors had spent a year in America as part of her course and we
learnt about links which would enable students to travel and study abroad.
After lunch in the Students’ Union, we had an interactive session on “Transferable
Skills” such as team work, delegation and communication linked with courses and
hobbies. We then went on a tour of the Campus and were impressed by the new
Library which has won awards for architecture. The Sports’ facilities were also
very impressive and popular amongst the pupils.

Headteacher’s
Award
Year 8
Michael Goodwin
Samuel Leatherbarrow
Martin Pertierra Porrua

Year 9

In one area of the campus, the Student Services Department offers support for
students and our pupils commented on how much assistance is available for
undergraduates. They help with study related issues such as essay planning,
financial support such as student loans and also practical support with employment
and gap years. The pupils observed that boosting good mental health was also
a priority for the university. They felt that it had a “friendly vibe” and was very
caring towards the students.

Year 10

The pupils enjoyed the day and found it a great experience whilst encouraging
them to think about higher education and careers.

Isabelle Downs
Ciara Goodwin

Mirren Davies
Sean Feehan

Year 11
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Keryn Brown
Jacob L ane

A family of schools
with shared values
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